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Myquip High Performance Wipes
CAT NO: 68250

Myquip High Performance Wipes are ideal for cleaning and degreasing
equipment used for live working such as hot sticks, rubber blankets,
linehose, insulator covers and vehicle fibreglass booms. Also used for
cleaning bitumen and contaminants from underground cables. Supplied
in sealed self contained tubs, these wipes are very convenient - simply
pull out a fresh wipe when required. Each tub contains 250 wipes.

Hot Stick Handguard
Moulded from non-conductive derlin, split sleeve design allows easy attachment to tool.
Also designed for tools with operating rod.
CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

A30002

For use with a 1¼” (32mm) diameter pole

A30003

For use with a 1½” (38mm) diameter pole

Urethane Hanger Hook

‘C’ Assist

CAT NO: 10-151-2

CAT NO: A30152

Dielectric hook attaches onto
hot sticks with jubilee clip.

Attaches to tie wire sticks
to assist binding and
unbinding.

Hot Stick Tester
Easy to apply tester is used for testing live line tools
and switching rods. Can be used for “in service” testing
to OSHA 1910.269. A selector switch is used for wet or
dry test and a dual range scale which gives the operator
leakage current values in microamps.
Utilising a 2500 volt output the meter is calibrated to
indicate the leakage values that would be present if
75kVAC were applied to a 300mm section of fibreglass
pole for the wet test and 100kVAC per 300mm for the
dry test.
Portable and lightweight, the tester comes in 2 models
for 120 volt and 220 volt systems. The tester is designed
to protect the operator during use. Comes complete with
padded carrying case and a testing bar which is provided
to ensure the tester is working correctly.
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CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

6781

Hot Stick Tester for 220V systems

6799

Hot Stick Tester for 110V systems
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